The proce;;s of suprathermal proton bremsstrahlung (1.JPB) has been recently discussed (Boldt and Serlemit-os 1969; Hayakawa 1970 ; Brcum 1 970 a,b) as a possible source of cos. is Xand of +;. This process differs from ordinary bremsstrahlung only in that in this case the electron is at rest and the heavy particle (proton) is moving. It is therefore just ordinary electronproton 1' ^remsstra,hlung viewed from the electrons rest frame rather than from the protons rest frame as is usually the case.
The usual method of calculating the radiation cross section .:or 6PB has been to view the process in the protons rest frame, treat it there as ordinary bremsstrahlung, and then transform back to the electron rest frame (lab frame). In the case of very non-relativistic protons 1) the effect of the transformation back to the 1p.b frame on the energy of the emmitted photons is insignificant and since the cross sectic,n is an invariant +ho 4C 4110+ +he Re+hc -P.v.m-rel n 4 y, +.i,c ,^,nn_ »cl _ Brown (1970b) has employed this method to compute a possible source of 1-100 Mev gamma rays that might explain the observations of Vette et al (1970) in this energy region. He derives a spectrum with a peak at ...5.5 Mev which when suitably red shifted can presumably fit the observations.
The cross section of Glucksternand Hull (1953) and the necessary Lorentz transformation employed by Brown are quite complicated and tedious. It is the purpose of this note to point out that a far simpler method for calculating the SFB cross section exists and when it is employed one obtains spectra that are considerably different from those obtained by Brown(1970b) .
It has long been known that one can obtain the Bethe -Heitler formulas for bremsstrahlung by means of the Weizs^eker-->Williams method (Weizslcker there is no need to keep track of angles and there are no Lorentz transformations required.
II The SPB Cross Section
From Jackson (1962) we have the number spectrum of virtual photons in the protons electromagnetic field given by 2
where we have already integrated over all possible impact parameters and where ao = tl o/ %c2
and A = 1.123^Mp/ e) Y $2 exp
The spectrum, equational) is non-zero only for a < A . actually for a N A 0 0 equationaL Is not strictly correct and the spectrum goes to zero exponentially as exp ( -2ao ei P Y52) .
This part of the spectrum does not contribute significantly to the scattered spectrum due to the drop of of the Klein-Nishina cross section at high energies, therefore we shall ignore this complication and use equation (l) as though it were exact. The Klein -Nishina cross section for scattering a photon of energy cao wi,ere r o is the classical electron radius e2/ille2 and a has the constraint ao a-ao/( 1+210o).
The SPB cross section is now obtained by a simple integration For y=10, v the cross sections are comparable at a=loKev but the present curves are about two orders of magnatude below those of Brown at a = 1 Mev.Browns curves are roughly prop:;rtional to oe 1 while the present results tend to be steeper than a eat lest for a>. Also there appears to be no maximum in the cross section for a proton enert;;-cif 10 Gev as was reported by Brown (1970b) . It is difficult to imagine how such a maximum could arise in this problem because there is no characteristic energy of this order in the electromagnetic interaction of electrons and protons.
If one examines the curves of Figure 1 for ct>* (255 Kev) (the sli.ght bump in the curves at a4-is due to the transition from equation(-S`;-Lo equation 7)-presumably using the more correct form for N(ao) would have smonUied this out some) one notices that the slopes are never any flatter -r than.a ' with T'^.25•Therefore, no distribution of proton energies can produce a spectrum of photons that is flatter than this for energies above thus it is Cifficult to see how the SPB process can produce the flattening of the spectrum to r<2 reported by Vette e 1 (1970) . Incidentally, the above argument applies equally well to the cross section curves of Brown (1970b) and it is therefore difficult to see how he obtains a positive slope and the maximum in his final spectrum.
All in all it appears dubious that the SPB process can explain the gamma rays reported by Vette t 1 (1970) but in ,those cases where the SPB across section is relevant the Weizsacker -Williams method is the simplest and most natural way to calculate it. 
